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Perfectly positioned to generate a superior lifestyle, this graceful house has been a much loved family home for over half a
century. Today it proffers an outstanding amount of flexibility and the scope to be sympathetically refreshed and updated.
From the heritage blush tones of the large central entrance hall, to the crisp white wall panelling and picture rails, it retains a
magnificent amount of charm and character.

Beautifully light and bright, the impressive proportions of two double aspect reception rooms instantly hint at the sense of
space that flows throughout. Period fireplaces provide homely focal points, and while natural light tumbles into one via classic
bay windows, French doors in the other invite you out onto a large west-facing balcony with garden vistas. With lovely
outlooks of its own, a separate dining room opens into a modern kitchen fully fitted with tastefully chosen wood Shaker-style
cabinets, integrated appliances and sleek black countertops. A study supplies dedicated work from home space.

The light filled stairway leads the way upstairs where five elegantly presented bedrooms provide an abundance of family
accommodation. Bay windows, original fireplaces and picture rails echo the period charm of the ground floor, and whilst two
interconnecting rooms have an en suite bathroom, the others share a contemporary shower room.

On the lower ground floor a series of storage rooms spark the imagination producing a tremendous wealth of possibilities.

Set back from the tree-lined road, the black and white timber framed facade and pretty garden of this exceptional family home
prompts an utterly enticing first impression, while the garage and private driveway provide off-road parking.

A west-facing balcony is a tranquil retreat for a morning coffee or after dinner drinks and gives the perfect vantage point to
admire the idyllic gardens below you where lovingly tended mature shrubs and trees frame an established lawn with a
quintessential pond.
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“I love it because it’s so light, it’s full of light everywhere. I will miss it partly because
of the light and because it has so many lovely bookshelves which I’ve put in. It feels so
solid and safe, and I will miss the views of the garden from the bedrooms. The house is
very central and near to everywhere”
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